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[Toronto, CA] – Thexyz, a leading domain registration, and web hosting company, is
thrilled to announce the launch of its powerful new feature: an Expired Domain Page.
Updated daily, this feature allows users to secure high-value expired domains instantly.

In a rapidly evolving digital landscape, acquiring a premium domain name can provide a
significant edge. Thexyz’s new Expired Domain Page is designed to make this process easier
and more transparent than ever before.

Specialized Lists for Customized Needs

Thexyz’s new page offers four specialized lists of expired domains:

Expired domains that are at least 15 years old: Perfect for businesses looking for1.
domains with history and established authority.
Expired .xyz domains with English words: An excellent choice for startups and tech2.
companies.
Expired .com domains with 100+ existing backlinks and only English words:3.
Ideal for businesses looking to benefit from pre-existing SEO value.
Recently expired .com domains with an active DMOZ listing: A rare opportunity4.
to grab domains already acknowledged as valuable resources.

Real-Time Updates and Instant Registration

The Expired Domain Page is updated daily, ensuring users have the freshest options
available. Notably, all domains listed come with the convenience of instant registration.

Benefit from Google-Indexed Keywords

All listed domains also include at least one keyword indexed in Google. This offers additional
value, as businesses can more easily align their domain acquisition strategy with their
overall SEO goals.
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About Thexyz

Thexyz offers a comprehensive suite of web services, from domain registration to web
hosting and beyond. With a commitment to innovation and excellence, Thexyz has been
helping businesses establish their digital presence effectively and affordably for years.
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Seize this unparalleled opportunity to acquire premium expired domains with Thexyz’s new
feature. Visit Thexyz’s Expired Domain Page today to learn more.
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https://www.thexyz.com/domains/expired

